IDCN SUCCESS STORIES

ʺIn May last year I have joined an IDCN networking event as suggested by my husband.
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I understood from the invitation that it was some kinds of event to help “trailing spouses” find job
opportunities in Singapore. I didn't look into it so much and decided to join with no high expectations.
Few minutes after my joining, I was totally convinced by its efficiency: the format of the event (seminar
& people introductions - networking session - booths/ workshops - small sized) and the quality of the
participants (HR Heads of Corporate members - Headhunters - limited and diverse candidates pool)
made it perfect to generate targeted and quality leads. I was able to quickly identify the right people
during the introductions and had the opportunity to reach out to them in an easy and accessible
manner during the networking session. I even received great advice on improving my resume!
Singapore being a very "networked" job market, it was by far the most useful event I attended, and few
weeks later I got an offer letter from one of the companies I've always longed to work for...
Thanks again to all the IDCN team for making it possible

ʺ

NEW IDCN SUCCESS STORY
We are very happy to celebrate Lian Zou who recently joined Mærsk Drilling as Project Cost Controller.
Lian joined IDCN as Novozymes partner and as part of Events Team, he played a vital role in the success
of the two latest IDCN corporate events.
IDCN congratulates Lian for this well-deserved achievement with sincere thanks for everything she
gave to the organization. Knowing Lian’s talent and commitment, we are looking forward to celebrating
many more of her future career achievements
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